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Cylindrical Lever Locks

The Arrow QL Series is a robust Grade 1 lockset featuring a Freewheeling
Lever for abuse resistance, two screw lockset install for quick installation and
a 10 Year MechanicalWarranty. The perfect solution for replacing or
upgrading lockets in commercial applications.

The Arrow GL Series Grade 1 heavy duty levers offer an economically
pleasing solution for ADA compliance. The GL solution is designed with the
installer in mind, providing fewer subcomponents to allow for an easier to
install system. Simply put, the GL Series will be your number one choice
when economy is your first priority.
The Arrow MLX Series is a robust Grade 2 lockset featuring a
FreeWheeling Lever for abuse resistance, two screw lockset install for quick
installation and a 10 Year MechanicalWarranty. The perfect solution for
replacing or upgrading lockets in commercial applications.
The Arrow RLX Series is a robust Grade 2 lockset with a freewheeling lever
operation for enhanced abuse resistance. The RLX is an Arrow Professional
Replacement Product featuring removable through bolts and a variety of
designs, finishes and functions. The RLX Series cylindrical locksets are a
perfect solution for replacing or upgrading locksets in commercial
applications.
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Cylindrical Lever Locks

The Corbin Russwin CL3100 Series interlocks the aligning and latch tubes,
which form a rugged torque resistant “T” in the critical twist area. This
“T-Zone” construction, combined with long lasting components, makes this
lock strong and durable! The unique T-Zone construction provides strength
and durability far exceeding the 156.2 Series 4000 Grade 1 standards.

The Corbin Russwin CL3300 series is a Grade 1 cylindrical lockset
manufactured with the highest quality materials to ensure strength, durability
and quiet operation. Available in all standard architectural finishes and four
lever designs, the CL3300 series subtly complements any high-use
commercial, industrial and institutional application.

A heavy-duty Grade 1 lever lockset, the Corbin Russwin CL3500 series is
ideal for commercial, institutional and multi-family applications. Designed to
continue the look of the cylindrical lockset family, the CL3500 lockset
complements the CL3300 Series Extra Heavy-Duty Grade 1 and CL3800
Series Standard-Duty Grade 2 Locksets. Best of all, when you combine the
cylindrical lockset series throughout your facility, the overall cost of your
project is reduced without compromising functionality and durability.

The Corbin Russwin CL3800 series is an economical, Grade 2
standard-duty lever lockset which provides an outstanding combination of
value and performance. It’s the ideal lever lockset for standard
commercial applications. When used in conjunction with the CL3300 Series
Extra Heavy-Duty Grade 1 and the CL3500 Series Heavy-Duty Grade 1
Cylindrical Lever Locksets, the overall cost of many projects may be
reduced without compromising functionality and durability.
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Cylindrical Lever Locks

The SARGENT® 11 Line sets a higher standard for Grade 1 bored-in locks.
The unique T-Zone® construction provides unequalled strength and
durability for the most demanding applications such as schools and
hospitals. This is accomplished by true interlocking between the lockbody
and the latch far exceeding the 156.2 Series 4000 Grade 1 standards like no
other lock can.
The SARGENT® 10 Line is a heavy duty cylindrical key-in-lever handle
lockset exceeds by nine times the ANSI 156.2 Series 4000 Grade 1
standards, at over 9 million cycles. As for abusive force, this lock endures
more than 1.5 times the standard without allowing entry. The 10 line trim is
designed to conform to national and state fire and handicapped
requirements

The SARGENT® 7 Line is the best overall lock in the Grade 2 class.
A key-in-lever lock designed for standard duty commercial interior and
exterior applications in public buildings, medical offices, hotels/motels and
government facilities. Exceeds ANSI/BHMA A156.2 standards for cycling and
durability.

The SARGENT® 6500 Line is a standard duty key-in-lever lock designed to
exceed the requirements of ANSI A156.2 Series 4000 Grade 2.
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Cylindrical Lever Locks

The Yale® 4700LN cylindrical locks are the ideal choice for a wide variety of
commercial applications where consistent quality, ease of use and
installation are required at an economical price. The 4700LN Series is
certified to ANSI/BHMA Grade 1 standards and is UL fire-listed for all
functions ensuring reliability and peace of mind.

Designed for industrial, commercial and institutional use, the Yale® 5400LN
Series heavy-duty cylindrical lockset offers no compromise when it comes to
rugged reliability and performance. With key construction features such as
our Free Wheeling lever mechanism, wear-resistant chassis plates, heavyduty lever return springs and through-bolting, this Grade 1 trendsetter proves
time and again why it’s the favorite among architects and building owners
who demand the highest standard of product quality.

The Yale® 4600(LN) cylindrical locks are the ideal choice for a wide variety
of commercial applications where consistent quality, ease of use and
installation are required at an economical price. The 4600(LN) Series is
certified to ANSI/BHMA Grade 2 standards and is UL fire-listed for all
functions ensuring reliability and peace of mind.
Thanks to state-of-the-art engineering and innovative thinking, the Yale®
5300LN is truly a source of inspiration. With three lever designs and a choice
of thirteen different finishes, you have the freedom and ability to match any
décor. But looks aren’t everything. This revolutionary Grade 2 cylindrical
lockset boasts design features such as a vandal-resistant Free Wheeling
lever mechanism and adjustable door thickness (Patent #6,131,970) that
makes installation a breeze. Through-bolting gives the 5300LN a secure fit
that resists shaking and rattling. And with a lifetime warranty against lever
sag, you never have to worry about your pleasing aesthetics becoming a
displeasing eyesore.
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Mortise Locks

The Arrow BM Series Lever Mortise Locks are intended for heavy duty use
in schools, hospitals and commercial buildings where security, durability and
low maintenance are required. They are engineered for strength and
performance, and precisely manufactured to exacting standards.

The Corbin Russwin ML2000 Series is a Grade 1 mortise lock designed to
meet the rigors of high-traffic commercial, institutional, industrial and government applications. Constructed of heavy-gauge steel, the lockbody features
our patented Quick Reversible latchbolt, and a 1” stainless steel deadbolt. A
wide variety of trim designs and functions and a 10-year warranty lend to the
ML2000’s versatility and reliability, making it the ideal choice for use in
offices, schools, hospitals, hotels and other high-use applications.

The Yale 8800 Series Mortise Locks are designed and manufactured for
uncompromising strength and durability in a range of commercial
applications. Lock installation is made easy with quick lever handing, field
reversible latchbolt and standard nonhanded strike. The 8800 Series Mortise
Lock offers a new measure of security, featuring a reinforced stainless steel
deadbolt, heavy-duty, vandal-resistant trim and ANSI/BHMA Grade 1
certification for long life and durability.
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Mortise Locks

The SARGENT 8200 Series mortise lock is the strongest lock on the block.
When it comes to strength and durability, SARGENT continues to set
standards with the 8200 mortise lock. The 8200 far surpasses ANSI/BHMA
A156.13 Series 1000 Grade 1 standards, making it the strongest and most
durable mortise lock in the industry. SARGENT Mortise Locks are designed
and constructed with high quality components to provide maximum security,
performance and durability.
The SARGENT R8200 Series with Simpli roseless trim. This elegant trim by
SARGENT seamlessly unifies the lever and the door. Compatible with most
Studio Collection and Coastal Series decorative levers, Simplí™ creates
a flawless aesthetic vision on any door opening. Simpli™ is offered on the
R8200 Series mortise lock, which was specially designed to accept the
roseless trim. In addition to the R8200 Series, Simpli™ is also available with
the RDL Series tubular locks and Harmony R8200 Series mortise locks.
The SARGENT 7900 Series Mortise Locks provide a quality Grade 1 lock
ideal for schools, apartment housing and commercial buildings. Certified to
ANSI/BHMA Grade 1 standards and UL fire-tested for all functions, the 7900
Mortise Lock ensures durability and protection.

The SARGENT M9000 Series Institutional Mortise Lock with Mogul
Cylinder. The M9200 Institutional Mortise Lockset is designed for use in
detention facilities, holding areas and psychiatric facilities.

The SARGENT 9200 High Security Mortise Lockset is designed for use on
those openings subject to extreme abuse, vandalism, and malicious impact.
It is well-suited for exposed perimeter doors in commercial facilities.
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Exit Devices

The Arrow 3000 Series is an ANSI/BHMA A156.3, Grade 1
exit device available in rim, mortise, & vertical rod with a variety
of function trims.

The Arrow 4000 Series is an ANSI/BHMA A156.3, Grade 1
exit device available in rim & mortise with a variety of function
trims.

The Arrow S1150 & S1250 Series are ANSI/BHMA A156.3,
Grade 1 exit devices. The S1150 is a vertical rod exit while the
S1250 is a rim exit device, both with trim available.

The Arrow 500 & 600 Series are ANSI/BHMA A156.3, Grade 1
exit devices. The 500 is a rim exit while the 600 is a vertical rod
exit device, both with trim available.
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Exit Devices

The Corbin Russwin ED3000 Series exit device is designed
for applications in high-use, high-abuse situations. The ED3000
Crossbar Exit Devices can be teamed with a variety of Corbin
Russwin trims to provide desired functions, styles and finishes
in new construction and renovations.
The Corbin Russwin ED4000 Series exit device is designed
for applications on narrow stile full glass, aluminum and metal
doors in high-use and high-abuse situations, ED4000 Series
devices can be teamed with a variety of Corbin Russwin trims
to provide desired functions, styles and finishes in new
construction and renovation. Meets ANSI Grade 1
requirements.
The Corbin Russwin ED5000 Series exit device is designed
to allow safe and easy egress. The ED5000 is ideal for
frequent use applications such as schools, factories, hotels,
theaters, office, retail complexes and government buildings.
The Corbin Russwin ED7000 Series crossbar exit devices
are designed for high-use, high abuse applications on narrow
and regular stile doors in new construction and renovations.
Meets or exceeds ANSI Grade 1 requirements. A wide range of
trim styles & finishes to match other Corbin Russwin products.
The Corbin Russwin ED8000 Series exit devices are
Heavy-duty steel construction and Grade 1 performance,
priced for outstanding value. Meets rigorous life safety and
security requirements, while offering pleasing aesthetics and
trouble-free operation. Designed for high-use, high-abuse
situations, ED8000 pushpad exit devices can be teamed with
a variety of Corbin Russwin trims to provide desired functions,
styles and finishes in new construction and renovations. Meets
ANSI Grade 1 requirements.
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Exit Devices

The Yale 1500 Series is a Certified ANSI/BHMA A156.3,
Grade 1 exit device. Constructed of sturdy steel and available
with a variety of trims and options, the Yale 1500 series exit is
available in rim, mortise, surface vertical rod and concealed
vertical rod configurations
The Yale 1800 Series exit devices are ANSI/BHMA certified
Grade 1 and come in a range of functions including rim,
surface vertical rod and concealed vertical rod. The strong
construction of this exit device makes it perfect for back of
house applications.
The Yale 2100 Series is an ANSI/BHMA Grade 1 exit device
available in rim, SquareBolt®, surface vertical rod and
concealed vertical rod configurations. In addition to traditional
painted finishes, the 2100 Series is available in an attractive
satin stainless steel finish for use where aesthetics are also
important.
The Yale 6000 Series is an ANSI/BHMA Grade 1 exit device
available in rim, mortise, SquareBolt®, surface vertical rod and
concealed vertical rod in wide or narrow stile configurations.
With a range of mechanical and electromechanical functions
available, the 6000 can be used in many types of commercial
facilities, including office buildings, retail environments, and
mixed-use facilities.
The Yale 7000 Series is an ANSI/BHMA Grade 1 exit device
available in rim, SquareBolt®, surface vertical rod and
concealed vertical rod configurations. With a full range of
mechanical and electromechanical functions and accessories,
the 7000 Series can be easily integrated into existing security
or fire alarm systems to ensure the safety of every opening.
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Exit Devices

The SARGENT 80 Series exit devices are ideal for environments that
require strong and durable security solutions that will last the life of the
building. Available in rim, mortise, surface vertical and concealed vertical rod
configurations, these exit devices easily exceed ANSI/BHMA Grade 1
requirements for cycle and strength. With modular construction and few
moving parts, the 80 Series devices are maintenance-free and provide
unsurpassed security for any facility. Plus, options are available for unique
applications including delayed egress, alarmed exit and electric latch
retraction making these exit devices the go-to product in your building.

The SARGENT 30 Series exit device is a reversable ANSI/BHMA
Standard 156.3, Grade 1 rugged exit device in surface verticle rod & rim
designs with up to 5 functions & a variety of trims available.

The SARGENT 20 Series exit device is a reversable ANSI/BHMA
Standard 156.3, Grade 1 rugged exit device in surface verticle rod & rim
designs with up to 5 functions & a variety of trims available.

The SARGENT 90 Series is a full line of exit devices offering a selection
of both wide and narrow stile exit devices, including concealed and surface
vertical rods, rim and mortise. All exit devices meet ANSI standard 156.3,
Grade 1 requirements.
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Auxiliary Locks

The Arrow N Series is a mortise deadbolt UL listed for use on
fire doors.

The Arrow D Series deadlocks are a Grade 1 extra heavy duty
cylindrical deadbolt.

The Arrow E Series deadlocks are a Grade 2 cylindrical
deadbolt.

The Arrow DB Series is a Grade 2 Commercial Deadbolt that
features an adjustable backset in an attractive low profile
package.
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Auxiliary Locks

The Corbin Russwin DL4100 series is a mortise deadbolt
UL listed for use on fire doors.

The Corbin Russwin DL3200 is a Grade 1 fire rated
cylindrical deadbolt.

The Corbin Russwin DL2200 is a Grade 2 fire rated
cylindrical deadbolt.

The Corbin Russwin DL3000 is a cylindrical deadbolt.
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Auxiliary Locks

The SARGENT 4870 Series deadbolt is a heavy duty mortise
deadbolt that assures safety and security. UL listed for use on
fire doors.

The SARGENT 480 series is a high grade cylindrical deadbolt
which meets ANSI A156.5 Grade 1 requirements.

The SARGENT 470 series is a medium grade cylindrical deadbolt which meets Grade 2 ANSI 156.5 1000 series
specifications.
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Auxiliary Locks

The Yale 350 series mortise deadlock is a heavy-duty mortise
deadlock that provides the ultimate security.UL/cUL listed for
use on 3 hour fire doors.

The Yale D series cylindrical deadbolt is available as a D100
series Grade 1 standards or a D200 series Grade 2 standards
deadbolt. Both series are UL fire-listed for all functions.

The Yale YSSL10 auxiliary latch is a spring latchbolt with
thumbturn operations that offers ADA compliance and UL/cUL
fire rating for up to 3 hours.
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Door Closers

The Arrow DC300 Series surface applied door closers are an
economical value for customers requiring convenience and
security in an affordable package. They meet ADA
requirements and are ideally suited for retail or office buildings.

The Arrow DC500 Series Heavy Duty Surface Applied Door
Closers are ideal for Institutions or other high traffic
applications. The DC500 meets ADA requirements and is
designed for end users looking for value and versatility in a
rugged design making this Series suitable for a wide variety of
applications.

The Arrow 900N Series Surface Applied Door Closers are
ideal for dealers or end users looking for value and versatility in
a compact design. The adjustable spring sizes and ADA barrier
free accessibility make this Series ideally suitable for a wide
variety of applications.

The Arrow 5016N Series Surface Applied Door Closers are
ideal for use in commercial and institutional facilities where
there is a demand for reliability and flexibility. Arrow offers
multiple options for compliance with barrier-free codes for
interior or exterior doors and meets ADA requirements.
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Door Closers

The Corbin Russwin DC3000 Series Door Closers fulfill
security and life safety requirements by ensuring reliable
latching for access control and fire code compliance, along with
ease of operation and precise adjustability for barrier-free code
compliance. Meets or exceeds ANSI/BHMA A156.4 Grade 1
requirements.
The Corbin Russwin DC5000 Series is a cam action door
closer for slide arm and track applications. It provides much
greater efficiency than a rack and pinion door closer for slide
track applications and meets ADA requirements.
The Corbin Russwin DC6000 Series is the perfect closer for
high-use openings or openings that must meet ADA
requirements, such as schools, office buildings, health care
facilities, and retail complexes. The series also meets UL and
UL10C positive pressure requirements for fire door openings.
The Corbin Russwin DC8000 Series is a Grade 1 door closer
that is the perfect choice for high-use openings that must meet
ADA requirements. A variety of arms, finishes and quality
features make the easy-to-install DC8000 ideal for schools,
office buildings, health care facilities and retail complexes.
The series also meets UL10C and UBC7-2c positive pressure
requirements for fire-rated openings.
The Corbin Russwin DC46900 Series door closer combines
the strength of a heavy duty surface closer and
electro-mechanical holder and is ideal for single or double door
applications, linked to a smoke, fire, heat or security system.
The Corbin Russwin DC62900 Series Electric Track
Closer-Holders combine the functions of a single-point
electromechanical door holder with the DC6200 door closer.
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Door Closers

The Norton 160 Series is a Grade 1 door closer that features
an adjustable spring, non-hold open arms and independent
and separate latch, sweep and backcheck intensity valves.
With easy installation and maintenance and dependable
control, the 160 Series is perfect for office doors, utility doors
and strip mall applications.
The Norton 1600 Series door closers offer proven quality,
performance and reliability unmatched by the competition. A
staple in the industry, these ANSI/BHMA Grade 1 closers are
designed for exterior or interior doors. A full complement of
regular and heavy-duty arms, brackets and options make the
1600 Series closers ideal for virtually any medium traffic,
commercial application.
The Norton 1700BC Series door closers are multi-feature
closers whose compact design is ideal for application on
interior doors. This narrow-stile closer has distinctive lines that
harmonize with most decors. It is available with a full cover to
provide an installation with compatible appearance to other
door closers with covers.
The Norton 210 Series is a Grade 1 door closer that features
an adjustable spring, tri-packed, nonhold open arms and
independent and separate latch, sweep and backcheck
intensity valves. Featuring easy installation and maintenance
and dependable control, the 210 is perfect for office doors,
utility doors and strip mall applications.

The Norton 2800ST Series door closer is a cam action door
closer for slide arm and track applications that meets ADA
requirements.
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Door Closers

The Norton 410 Series is a Grade 1 cast iron door closer that
provides an attractive retrofit solution for retail, office,
government and other commercial facilities. Heavy-duty and
hold open arms, along with adjustable spring size, backcheck,
closing and latch speed, provide a flexible and economical
closer that you can trust. Retrofit for LCN 4040/4041 door
closers and meets ADA requirements.

The Norton 7500 Series door closer offers customers the ideal
combination of superior performance, strength and quality.
Ideal for interior or exterior doors in facilities that demand
reliability. Meets ADA requirements.

The Norton 7570 Series is a Grade 1 high security door closer
designed for use in prisons, government buildings, schools,
financial institutions, or any installation where vandalism,
abuse, escape, personal injury, or damage to doors, walls, and
hardware are major concerns. The security closer line uses
Norton 7500 series institutional door closers with a variety of
regular rigid and parallel arms and track options. Hold open
arms are also available and meets ADA requirements.

The Norton 78-B/F Series is a Grade 3 Potbelly Surface
Closer that represent a combination of traditional styling and
modern closer features. All closer sizes are contained within a
single size aluminum alloy shell.
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Door Closers

The Norton 7900 Series is a Grade 1 overhead concealed
closer that provides an aesthetically appealing way to close a
door. In situations where a closer is needed but concealment in
the frame header is required or desired, the Norton 7900 closer
is the ideal solution for door control. Meets ADA requirements.
The Norton 8000 Series door closers offer the ideal
combination of appearance, reliability and durability in today's
market. With features such as staked valves, precise valve
adjustment and a complete range of arm and cover options,
this closer can meet virtually any application challenge.
The Norton 9300BC Series door closer is a durable,
economically priced door closer designed for commercial
exterior and interior doors such as storefront and industrial
applications.
The Norton 9500 Series is a Grade 1 cast iron door closer that
offers the durability, flexibility and strength required to meet the
needs of your facility. For interior or exterior doors, the 9500
series features a clean, modern cover aesthetic and durable
cast iron body that can be used in a variety of institutional
environments requiring ADA compliance.

The Norton 9540 Series cast iron door closers provide an
ideal retrofit solution for retail, office, government and other
commercial facilities. Certified to ANSI/BHMA Grade 1
requirements for long life and reliability, the 9540 is a direct
replacement for LCN 4040 closers.
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Door Closers

The SARGENT 281 Series is a Grade 1 surface door closer
which have been engineered to meet the demands of
architects and building owners. The 281 series is a complete
line of closers for interior and exterior doors with quality and
flexibility to meet virtually every application and meets ADA
requirements (except push side track application).
The SARGENT 351 Series is a Grade 1 surface door closer
which has been engineered to meet the demands of architects
and building owners. The 351 Series is a complete line of
closers for interior and exterior doors with quality and flexibility
to meet virtually every application and meets ADA
requirements (except push side track application).
The SARGENT 1431 Series is a complete line of Grade 1
surface door closers for interior and exterior doors with
flexibility to meet virtually every application. A full complement
of arm types and front-facing valves make installation and
maintenance easy. Meets ADA requirements (except push side
track application).
The SARGENT 1131 Series is a Grade 1 door closer that is
ideal for use on aluminum storefronts and other medium traffic,
commercial applications.

The SARGENT 1331 Series door closer can be used for the
most common applications and is a Grade 1 fully adjustable
closer. Available with a selection of arms and accessories, the
1331 Series door closer can be used for most common
applications and is ideal for standard duty installations.
Retrofits a Falcon/Dor-O-Matic SC 80 and Dorma 8600.
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Door Closers

The SARGENT 422 Series is a cam action closer that
ensures doors are light to open for ADA compliance, with the
right amount of closing force to handle a wide range of
environments. The closer's non-hold open track and internal
spring are specifically built to protect the door and frame in
abusive, high-traffic conditions.

The SARGENT 268 Series is a complete line of Grade 1
concealed closers for interior and exterior doors with quality
and flexibility to meet virtually every application. When security
is desired the concealed nature of the 268 closer provides a
high degree of resistance to abuse since the arm, track and
closer is completely concealed when the door is closed.

The SARGENT 269 Series is a concealed door closer that
provides exceptionally strong closing forces and is the ideal
closer to use with heavy doors or exterior doors opening to
180°. This SARGENT closer combines a durable spring and
the resilience of a Grade 1 product to offer lasting, dependable
service where surface applied units may not be suitable.

The SARGENT 278 Series is a Grade 1 concealed door closer
with exposed arm that is a rugged exit device in surface
vertical rod and rim designs. The door closers are adjusted to
meet ADA conditions or other reduced opening force
requirements.
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Door Closers

The Yale YDC200 Series economy door closer is a no-fuss,
affordable option for aluminum storefront settings and other
high volume applications. Designed to meet ANSI/BHMA
Grade 1 standards, YDC200 Series Door Closers provides a
trusty and reliable solution to your commercial space, including
retail, office buildings, and more.
The Yale 51 Series closers are designed to fit almost any
application and are the choice of engineers worldwide. They
are ideal for use with aluminum store front doors and frames,
yet they also complement wood or metal door installations.
Non-handed, the 51 series is available as multi-sized units and
offers tri-packed packaging on standard non-hold open and
hold open closers.
The Yale 1100 series industrial door closers are ideal for a
wide variety of commercial applications where ease of use and
installation are required at an economic price. The 1100 series
features rugged construction, adjustments for closing and latch
speed, and rack and pinion operation. UL/cUL listed for fire
doors and ADA compliant.
The Yale 1900 Series is a Grade 3 traditional surface closer
which offers conventional closer styling in combination with
contemporary closer control and the installation convenience
of a one-size closer shell. Only two spring sizes are required to
provide control for the complete range of door sizes. The 1900
Series Door Closers are designed for traditional and period
decor while at the same time meeting the strict requirements of
engineers worldwide.
The Yale 2700 Series architectural door closers are ideal for
commercial applications where ease of use, installation and
aesthetics are required at an economical price. The 2700
Series features rugged construction, adjustments for
backcheck, closing and latch speed, and rack and pinion
operation.
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Door Closers

The Yale 3000 Series architectural door closers offer the
perfect combination of reliability, appearance and durability in
today's market. With features such as staked valves,
self-drilling and tapping screws, rack and pinion design,
precise valve adjustment, and a complete range of arm and
cover options, the Yale 3000 can meet virtually any application
challenge. ADA compliant.
The Yale 4400 Series is a Grade 1 Institutional Door Closer
which offers customers the ideal combination of superior
performance, quality and strength. With new pinion and piston
materials, improved valve design, and staked valves, the
closers are the most efficient, dependable closers in the
industry. The addition of a size 1-6 spring for the 4400 also
simplifies the process of specifying and ordering product and it
is ADA compliant.
The Yale 5100 Series door closers are a Grade 2 multi-feature
closers whose compact design is ideal for application on
interior doors. This narrow-stile closer has distinctive lines that
harmonize with most decors. It is available with a full cover to
provide an installation with compatible appearance to other
door closers with covers. The Yale 5100 Series Door Closer
offers an economical alternative for those installations where a
heavy-duty closer is not needed. UL/cUL listed for use on
fire-rated doors.

The Yale 5800 Series is a Grade 1 cast iron door closer that
is ideal for retrofit and new construction applications where
strength and durability are required at an economical price.
The 5800 Series features rugged construction, adjustments for
backcheck, closing, and latch speed, rack and pinion operation
and a variety of arm options.
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Access Control

The Corbin Russwin Access 800 AC2 is stand-alone access
control product that allows you to program each of your locking
hardware devices (cylindrical, mortise or exit device) by simply
using a PDA data transfer. You can update your locks quickly
and efficiently using Corbin Russwin’s broad selection of
technologies and new programming features with ANSI/ BHMA
Grade 1 mechanical locks, housed in a sleek contemporary
design.
The SARGENT KP Series Keypad locks are designed for
openings that require standalone, basic authorized entry
capabilities. They are battery powered, motor driven, self
contained locks that use a microprocessor based controller
with non-volatile memory. All programming is done at the door
using the keypad with functions selected by the user according
to opening requirements. Combined with the physical security
of an ANSI Grade 1 mechanical locking mechanism
(cylindrical, mortise or exit device), these locks provide the
security and functionality needed to control access to
storerooms, offices, stairwells, conference rooms and rest
rooms. With the cylinder override feature, the keypad lock
can be readily integrated into a new or existing master keyed
system.
The Yale nexTouch keyless electronic door lock combines a
modern look with durability that is perfect for your multi-family
property, small business office space, retail storefront, hotel,
airport, restroom, or mixed-use commercial building. With a
heavy-duty design and ANSI/BHMA Grade 1 certification,
nexTouch keypad locks (cylindrical or mortise) provide durable
and reliable security.
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